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Executive summery
When it comes to consider marketing strategy of an organization, it will consist of several
kinds of marketing tools like advertising as well as the sales promotion, direct marketing and
the public relations with the events and experiences and the personal selling, the marketing
through the word of mouth etc. even though there’re several kinds of marketing tools which are
capable of applying with the marketing mix of a certain organization, most of them are
becoming irrelevant or inappropriate for each and every product of the organization same way.
Further it can be recognized that the most suitable tool of marketing for a specific product
which may become different from one to another. Hence marketing people must have to
pay their attention on selecting the most suitable way for their products which are going to
produce within the company itself. Meanwhile it can be recognized that it is not sufficient to
select the appropriate tool of marketing tool only; additionally, it requires having a proper
trained work staff in order to put the procedures into the action. And also there must be a
proper pre-planned marketing plan which is designed by the organizational marketing
department aligns with organizational strategies of co-operation as well as the sales force must
have to be motivated on the achievement of such kinds of strategies timely and successfully.
When all the steps are carrying out properly; then the organization is capable of thinking
beyond their domestic region through entering to international market which is having number
of marketing opportunities for the organization itself.
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1. The roles of the personal selling in the organizational marketing strategy
1.1The way of personal selling supporting to the promotion mix
In order to have an effective marketing effort within each and every business; it is a must to
have a proper designed promotional mix itself. So such kind of promotional mix may consist
with different types of tools related to the marketing like the advertising as well as the sales
promotion and the public relations with the events, experiences along with the marketing
through the word of mouth etc. under the promotional mix, the personal selling will play a
main role for creating the sales for the organization. Here the personal selling can be
identified as the communication process between the sales people or the sales force and the
potential buyers of the organization orally in order to create the sales on behalf of the
organization. There the organizational sales force will utilize their e x c e l l e n t knowledge
as well as the skills related to the marketing with purpose of establishing strong relationships
between their clients in order to create or make the sales of the company. (Thompson, 2005)
Therefore it can be further recognized that the personal selling is highly supporting to the
whole marketing mix within the organization through generating so many advantages to the
company as follows;



Creates an effective way of communicating among the customers since this may
become a two way communication method and therefore this will give the feedback
instantly

 Establishing the long-term c u s t o m e r r e l a t i o n s h i p s while keeping it as ongoing relationships since this has become a contact among the sales people and the
customers to some extent and it may cause to create a proper long-term relationship
based upon the trust worthiness between the customers.
 This has become the most appropriate method for selling the products which are fairly
complex and which requires the personal explanations about the product usage as well
as the repairing methods and the way of proper maintaining such products.
 The entire message r e g a r d i n g t h e s a l e s within the organizational promotion
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mix is possible to customize as per the preferences of the large customers.

Because of these reasons, the personal selling under the promotional mix of the organization is
obviously important to support with making sales of the organization successfully.

1.2 The Buyer behavior with the decision making process
When it’s coming to plan the implementation of the promotional tools within the promotional
mix of the organization, it must be done while paying a higher attention regarding the
behavior of the consumer buying with the nature or the process of decision making of those.
Unless otherwise it may become a strategy or an action which is in vain without getting a
better understand about the buying behavior of the customers. Therefore the buying behavior
of the customers can be defined as a unique process as well as the final customers’ actions
relating to their own final consumption which can be further illustrated as in below ;( Appendix
01) (Galloway, 1998)

Please Contact assignment.lk for more information & 100% NonPlagiarized Assignments
Further it can be identified that the customers’ purchase decisions will vary from one to another
since the preference of the consumers will different from each other. These variations are
basically raised with the different kinds of factors called as “Marketing Stimuli” and the “other
stimulates” related with the consumer buying behavior of an organization. Here it can be
recognized that the whole elements within the marketing mix are to be considered as the
marketing stimulates, meanwhile other social and cultural factors as well as the economical
factors and legal and the political factors can be considered as the other stimulates. However it
can be identified that this buyer behavior as the most significant as well as the crucial element
since the customers within the market place will not respond similarly with the same stimulates
even under the different circumstances and the different intervals (Michael, at al, 2008)
because why that is named as the black box of the buyer. Hence each and every marketing
tool must have to be focused upon the consumer’s behavior which is unpredictable. Further such
kind of complex consumer behavior is possible to analyze based upon two major dimensions and
buyers’ decision will be affected through the several kinds of factors named as the buyers
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characteristics such as the Cultural factors like the main Culture as well as the sub-culture and
the Social class etc. then the Social factors like reference groups as well as the roles and the
status the Family members etc. further the Personal factors like the stages within the Life cycle
as well as the age and the Occupation and the Economic condition with the Personality and the
self concept etc can be identified as the other type of factors which are affected to the buyer
behavior. Not only that but also the Psychological factors such as the Motivation as well as the
Perception and the Learning, believes etc will make an influence over the consumer buyer
behavior as well. Because these entire factors a r e involving within the consumers’ buyer
decision, overall marketing tools must have to be designed after taking an account the impact of
these entire factors altogether (Galloway, 1998) furthermore it can be explained the overall
process of the Buyer’s decision as in below;

1. Recognition of the Problem - This can be recognized as the difference among the
customer’s actual consumption level with the desired consumption level. So there
the marketer is possible to stimulate the purchasing decision of the consumer
artificially via the effective and efficient advertising as well as the different kinds of
marketing efforts even though the consumer doesn’t require such kind of product
actually.

2. Searching for the Information - After realizing the existence gap among the desired
consumption as well as the actual consumption of the consumer; they are trying to
search for the information about such products via the different kinds of information
sources which are internal or external.

3. Evaluation of the Information- After gathering the required information; the
consumer will evaluate the different kinds of available alternatives in order to fulfill
their desired consumption level.

4. Decision of Purchasing - through coming to the conclusion about the best possible
alternative of satisfying the requirements; the consumer may take his/ her purchasing
decision automatically.
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5. Purchasing- here the consumer may Purchase the intended or decided product

6. The behavior of Post-purchase – customers are seeking or evaluating their purchase
decision even after their purchasing in order to ensure that they have already taken the
correct or the incorrect decision to purchase such products and there it will be useful to
issue the company warranties as well as the service certificates and other kinds of after
sale services etc.
After such kind of decision making process of the buyer; it is possible to create some
preferences over the company products within the buyers’ mind by the organizational
marketing team itself. Meanwhile this may cause to create a long term trust worthiness
relationship among the organization or the product and the consumer.

1.3. Role of the sales teams in the organizational marketing strategy
It can be recognized that there’re different kinds of roles which have already assigned to the
sales team of the organization by the marketing strategy of the organization. So along those
different roles, the major role of enhancing or generating the sales volume as well as the
sales revenue can be recognized as the most crucial thing for the entire organizational success
and the survival. Here the sales team is responsible for working collaboratively in order
to enhance the overall Brand Awareness meanwhile driving the organizational sales forward.
Because of that it’s necessary to have such kind of cohesive sales team within each and every
business. (Taylor, 1998) further this sales team of the organization is capable of building a
long term trustworthiness relationship among the customers through engaging or involving
with their different levels of stages in the purchasing decision or buying behavior. Through
engaging within such kinds of sales cycles of the customers; the sales team is capable of
building trustworthiness via the customer satisfaction. When it comes to consider the sales
teams’ respective contribution over the whole marketing mix within the organization; the Field
representatives are working more independently in order to generate sales other than the sales
representatives in the outside. (Sherlekar, 2007) it can be further recognized that the major
advantage within the sales teams with the overall marketing strategy is to structure the act of
marketing under the condition of high responsibility and the lower supervision. Furthermore
they are supporting with the organizational marketing strategy via enhancing the brand
awareness as well as heightening the brand loyalty and enhancing the sales revenues and the
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sales volumes etc. hence it can be identified that the organizational sales team will play a
significant and a crucial function for creating and maintain the sales of the organization within
the whole marketing strategy of each and every business.

3. The roles and objectives of the sales management
3.1. The way of developing sales strategies in line with the corporate
objectives

Here it can be defined the sales strategy as a detailed plan which is specifying the manner of
getting the organizational product towards the intended or the target customers. This may
further give an approach which is methodological as well as the comprehensive with ensuring
whether the product is marketed properly meanwhile focusing the correct target customer
group. However it can be recognized that the organizational sales strategy must have to be in
accordance with t cooperate level strategies as well as the whole marketing mix within the
organization. Therefore the relationship among the sales strategy, marketing strategy and the
organizational co-operate strategy can be shown as in below ;( Michael, at al, 2008)
Here the sales strategy must have
to be answered for the question of

Sales
Strategy
Marketing
Plan

the

way

of

achieving

the

marketing objectives which are
set

by

marketing

the
plan

organizational
successfully.

Furthermore the marketing plan

Co-operate
Strategy

is capable of ensuring the manner
of achieving the organizational
co-operate objectives properly.
Further the sales strategy is
capable of focusing about each
and every m a r k e t segment of
the organization
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(Taylor, 1998) hence it can be said that the overall marketing plan within the organization must have
to be aligned with organizational co-operate strategy as well. it can be further recognized
when it has achieved the organizational , then it will automatically achieved the success of the
overall marketing plan of the organization meanwhile fulfilling organizational Cooperate strategy
as well.

3.2. The role of the recruitment and the selection procedure of the sales force of
the organization
Here it can be recognized that the organizational recruitment and the selection procedures related to
its’ sales force as a key success factors within each and every organization itself. Further it can be
recognized that there’re several kinds people who are directly involving with generating the
revenues on behalf of the organization. Hence it is required to have a proper recruitment and the
selection process within the organization in order to retain the suitable people or the talents as the
sales force within the firm via implementing descriptive as well as proper orchestrated way. (
Sherlekar, 2007) further the recruited candidates must have to be competent in order to accomplish
or exceed organizational sales objectives within the organizational sales strategy. So it can be
recognized that the recruiting process related to the organizational sales force is similar to the
normal recruitment process within the firm itself. so it may consist with the several kinds of main
stages such as job designing as well as the job analysis and the collection of the applications while
screening those and assessment properly.

3.3. The role of the motivation, remuneration and the training of the
organizational sales management
Here it can be identified that the employee motivation is highly important for the success of each
and every organization through having proper remuneration system as well as well organized
training system. So when it comes to see about the sales force within the marketing department of
the organization, they are crucial for the organizational success since they have directly contributed
to generate the sales of the organization. (Rolf, 2007) through having such kind of well planned and
proper organized systems of motivation as well as the remuneration and organizational training
related to the organizational sales force may cause to create several kinds of advantages such as
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attraction of the most appropriate as well as the desirable people for the organizational sales force
while retaining the contended team, enhancing the employee loyalty within the organization and
building proper employee relationships, resulting to provide better customer service etc.

3.4. The way of organizing sales activities and controlling the output by the
organizational sales management
It can be identified that the organizational sales management is capable of managing the whole sales
activities of the organization. Mostly this will be done through using pre panned sales plan or the
marketing plan of the organization. This can be done in different ways ;( Galloway, 1998) such as
through defining the relevant activities as well as the output because the organizational Sales
management is responsible of assigning those specific marketing and sales tasks for the sales team
in order to be fulfilled. There the managers must have to be kept in their mind that it is not
enough assigning such tasks only but it requires to give the relevant authority in order to fulfill
such tasks. Then the second activity is improving the sales performance since the organizational
sales management is capable of encouraging increasing the overall performance of the sales force
through offering proper designed training and development programs for them. Meanwhile it is
highly required to give a proper training for the organizational sales team due to the dynamic
trends of the modern globalized business world. Third activity is about controlling as well as the
close supervision with proper guidance. Here the organizational Sales management i s c a p a b l e
o f controling its’ activities as well as the output via the proper guidance and the close
supervision. So it can be recognized that there must have a well developed “chain of the
commands” with a proper communication network for the company in order to make the success of
any kind of controlling the sales activities and the output mechanism as previously explained here.

3.5. Usage of the database for an effective function of the sales management

Each and every organization should have to maintain a proper data base which may consist of the
customer information with their contact details in order to maintain long term loyalty relationships
with their valued customers. This may obviously help with creating proper system related to the
organizational Customer Relationship management as well. (Taylor, 1998)This may further result to
enhance the customer satisfaction as well as the convenience of the sales force too. It can be
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recognized that there’re several kinds of advantages to have a proper sales database within the
organizational sales management such as improving the long term customer relationships, hence
proper sales database can help towards the sales force through providing the required
information about the valued customers. This may further result to reduce the time required for the
identification of the customers while offering a better customer service as well. here it can be
identified that such kind of s a l e s databases are highly used by the hotels or the accommodation
industry in order to keep the customer information regarding their preferences and the life styles
with the behaviors and their members of the families etc. t h r o u g h having these information, the
staff is capable of s e r v i n g their customers as an unique and customized way based upon the
personal preferences. Further it improves the quality of the marketing communication hence it will
make more convenience to communicate with the target customers while identifying their touch
p o i n t s successfully. Furthermore it may provide many types of management benefits by a proper
sales database like convenience with the task management and proper management of the customer
information with the service differentiation or the customization. M e a n w h i l e t h i s m a y
f u r t h e r reduce the cost of administration as well as the maintaining with manipulating the
relationships with the customers. (Philip, Armstrong, 2006)

4. Planning the sales activity of a product/ service
4.1. Developing a sales plan for a product /service
Here the sales plan can be identified as a plan which is strategic as well as the tactical in order to
reach the organizational goals as well as the objectives which have already mentioned within the
overall marketing strategy. This can be further recognized as a procedure that may

acquire and

generate new businesses through the existing customers.
In order to develop a sales plan on a new product called “Pep Soft Drink”, it can be followed
several kinds of main steps as in below ;( Philip, Armstrong, 2006)
1. Target Market Segmentation – the target market can be identified as a set of consumers
who is sharing same needs while prefer to buy the same product. Here the “Pep Soft Drink”
has aimed at the young generation in the age from 15 years to 30years since this is a kind of
energetic drink. But whatever target market selected, it must have to be identified their
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needs which are shared in commonly and the way of catering such needs by the organization

2. Evaluating the entire industry- through proper analyzing the market; it must have to
identify the market trends with consumer buying behavior related to the main substitutes or
the competitive brands. However it is significant to recognize the potentials of developing
through comparing products among the rivals.

3. Developing sales strategy- in order to reach towards the target market effectively; it is
required to have a unique method to reach the target customers. Further it must have the
unique characteristic or the differentials which may help to recognize the product easily
form the others. H e r e w i t h i n the i n d u s t r y o r t h e m a r k e t o f soft drink;
t h e unique taste with the affordable price as well as the packaging etc. may become the
differentials of the product itself.

4. Thinking via a sales plan- there the sales strategies must d e ve l o p based u p on the
environmental analysis and it must have to determine the way of reaching towards the target
customer. Here the entire sales strategy will be broken into the quantifiable activities. For an
instance; Pep soft drink is currently focusing to capture 10 % of market share within the
Western Province within coming 6 months period.
5. Implementation, measurement and improvement – After the decision about the things to
be done, it must have to implement. But the implemention will not be enough for the
success of the entire sales plan but must have to revise timely meanwhile checking for the
required improvements. Here the Pep soft drink must have to revise the overall sales
strategies with the required improvements or the adjustments as per the dynamic changes of
the environment.

Therefore it may create obviously a proper sales plan through putting entire steps which are
previously explained in above into the action as well.
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4.2. The Opportunities with selling internationally/globally

When it comes to consider about the specific market within a specific country, it may only have
a limited space when it operates only domestically. However if it is capable of entering into
global or the international market, then it may provide unlimited market opportunities for the
businesses. So such opportunities will be raised due to the several factors as well as the
conditions as follows ;( Taylor, 1998)

1. Growing business trend of Asia- hence the fast growing economies like China as
well as the India, Singapore and the Hong-Kong etc the modern Asia is considering a
better commercial destination within the international market itself. Because of that
the Asia has become a better market space for the development of business
opportunities more and more.

2. Enhancing trend of global people within the middle level class- now it can be
identified a high tendency of enhancing the global people basically within
developing economies. This has resulted to create new consumption pattern related to
the substitutes and the price sensitivity consumption behavior of people

3. Management of the business risk within dynamic world of businesses- it may
become more risky to put all the eggs in one basket, likewise a business which is
operating only in one country will have to face with higher level of riskiness with
the changes of the economy. So it will obviously reduce or mitigate the business risk for
an organization if it operates around the world.

Other than these kinds of opportunities, it will give several kinds of business opportunities related
to the population growth as well as the enhancing purchasing power of the people, increasing trend
of women employment, emerging trend of the young generation with the advanced connectivity
and the communication with the customers etc.
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4.3. The Opportunities of using exhibitions or trade fairs as the organizational
sales strategy
When it comes to analyze the available marketing tools in a business, the exhibitions as well as the
trade fairs will make a high impact over the generation of the business opportunities significantly
due to the various factors as in below ;( Sherlekar, 2007)
1. Building two way communications between the business and key audience- here
the Exhibitions as well as the trade fairs wi l l allow the organization with meeting
their key audience directly while getting customer feedback instantly in an effective
and efficient manner.

This key audience may become customers as well as the

suppliers and the agents with the retailers or the trade peers.

2. The ideal platform with relating to the product launches- here the exhibition and
the trade fairs can be recognized as a better platform with launching newly designed
products as well as the services for the target customer groups.

3. Providing the relevant

information

while

educating

the organizational

stakeholders- here it can be identified that the exhibitions as well as the trade
fairs as a proper way to convey the relevant information while educating organizational
community with the interested parties related to the products or the services. Further
this may be a better opportunity on the product demonstrations as well.

4. Providing the instant feedback- here the trade fairs as well as the exhibitions will
help with getting the instant feedback from the intended or the target audience and this
may become cost efficient as well as credible than the other ways.

Hence it can be said that the sales exhibitions as well as the trade fairs are highly important
marketing tool within the organizational marketing mix which may give several advantages as
above explained here.
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Conclusion
Even though there’re many kinds of available marketing tools for an organization to be utilized, the
marketing department must have to be keen with selecting the most appropriate method among the
other methods to promote their products and the services successfully. Whole decisions related to
the organizational sales and the marketing must have to be taken after concerning the buyer
behavior properly. After that it is possible to develop a successful marketing plan which aligns with
organizational co-operate strategy as well. Further it is required to have better motivated as well
as the contended sales force for each and every organization to make their overall marketing
plan into realistic actions. Furthermore it is highly required to enter into the globalized market
by the domestic businesses in order to reduce and mitigate their overall business risk rather
than putting all the eggs into one basket since it may provide unlimited growing and niche
market opportunities for the businesses as well. So ultimately it will transform the overall
marketing strategy of the organization into utmost success itself.
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